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INTRODUCTION 
In November 2020, the City and County of Denver, Community Planning and Development, contracted 
Corbett AHS, Inc. to prepare historic contexts and recommendations of historic significance for four (4) 
neighborhoods in southeast Denver: Indian Creek, Washington Virginia Vale, Goldsmith, and the area of 
University Hills north of East Yale Avenue. This report and historic context, which addresses the Goldsmith 
neighborhood, will help inform the Near Southeast Area Plan of Denver’s Neighborhood Planning 
Initiative, and will help accelerate the Discover Denver citywide building survey. Included here is a 
description of the Goldsmith project area, a brief historic context, an outline of common property types 
by use/function category, a brief list and discussion of property types, and a discussion of key/iconic 
properties within the neighborhood boundaries and their landmark potential and eligibility for the 
National Register of Historic Places. 
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PROJECT AREA DESCRIPTION 
The Goldsmith neighborhood (Figure 1) lies in southeast Denver in Sections 29 and 30 of T4S, R67W. It 
encompasses approximately three-quarters of a square mile. Boundaries are as follows:  

• It is bounded on the west by Interstate highway 25 (I-25), between the Evans exit (Exit 204) on 
the north and the Yale exit (Exit 202) on the south.  

• The south boundary of Goldsmith is East Yale Avenue from I-25 to the intersection of Yale and 
South Quebec Street, with a large swath of unincorporated Arapahoe County excluded from the 
neighborhood. 

• The east boundary is South Quebec Street from the East Yale intersection north to the East Iliff 
Avenue intersection.  

• The north boundary follows the south side of East Evans Avenue from the I-25 overpass east, 
continuing at the southeast trending curve of Evans where it becomes East Iliff Avenue until the 
intersection with South Quebec Avenue.  

 

 
Figure 1. The Goldsmith neighborhood boundary. 

Goldsmith contains examples of a broad range of property types across commercial, industrial, and 
residential uses. With some exceptions, most buildings date to the 1960s or 1970s. As can be seen in the 
map in Figure 2, the commercial-industrial area lies along Goldsmith’s north boundary, and the single-
family residential area comprises the southern part of the neighborhood. A “buffer” of multi-family 
residential properties lies in the area between. No purpose-built churches are present, and no purpose-
built public schools were constructed in Goldsmith. 
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Figure 2. Use areas in the Goldsmith neighborhood. 

Green space in the Goldsmith neighborhood is comprised primarily of the Highline Canal (5DV.840), which 
has two hairpin loops jutting northward into the neighborhood (one helps define the part of the 
unincorporated Arapahoe County exclusion). The Highline Canal is considered officially eligible for the 
NRHP. In addition, Goldsmith Gulch (Figure 3), a historic flood control feature, extends northward into the 
neighborhood from James A. Bible Park, located south of Goldsmith across East Yale Avenue. Goldsmith 
Gulch, which historically ran above ground farther north, goes underground at a culvert east of South 
Monaco Street on East Iliff Avenue and does not emerge again until just north of Evans and Monaco in 
Virginia Village.  
  

 
Figure 3. Goldsmith Gulch and trail, facing approximately south toward the festively painted Yale Avenue culvert. 
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As of 2017, Goldsmith had about 5,800 residents. It is, compared to other southeast Denver 
neighborhoods, a racially and ethnically diverse area. As of 2017, non-Latinx whites comprised the largest 
share of residents (approx. 61%) and Latinx/Hispanic residents comprising the next-largest group (approx. 
21%). Black residents make up about 10% of the residents of Goldsmith, and Native Americans comprise 
about 2%.1 

Currently, no properties designated as City and County of Denver Landmarks or listed on the National 
Register of Historic Places are present within the boundaries of the Goldsmith neighborhood, although 
some properties (in addition to the Highline Canal) were identified that are historically and/or 
architecturally significant. These are described in the “Key and Iconic Buildings and Concentrations of 
Buildings” section of this report.  
 
  

 
1 Goldsmith | Community Facts (denvermetrodata.org) 
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RESEARCH DESIGN AND METHODS 
To gain an understanding of the Goldsmith neighborhood, its history and character, the following steps 
were taken: 

• A “windshield” survey was undertaken, in which the streets of the neighborhood were driven 
(where publicly accessible), building types and other cultural landscape features were noted. High 
resolution photographs were taken of key, iconic, and exemplar buildings. Some properties were 
also viewed in Google Street View and on Google Earth and compared with current photographs, 
if doing so was helpful to understanding the building or property history.  

• The history of the Goldsmith neighborhood was documented using primary sources accessible 
through online archival collections. These included: 

o The Denver Public Library Western History and Genealogy collections. 
o Archives of the Denver Post accessed online through the Access World News database. 
o United States Census data.  

• Secondary sources, which are included in the references cited/bibliography section of this report, 
were frequently consulted. Particularly useful was the MPDF, “Historic Residential Subdivision of 
Metropolitan Denver,” written by Front Range Research Associates and Dawn Bunyak.  

• Maps were generated using base maps and satellite imagery derived from Google Maps or Google 
Earth. Subdivision and annexation data were derived from overlays available in the online City 
and County of Denver map database.     
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HISTORIC CONTEXT 
The Goldsmith neighborhood began its life as farmland along the railroad line that ran into and out of 
Denver from the south. Irrigated by the Highline Canal and the Goldsmith Gulch (Figure 4), for which it 
would later be named, the area was partially platted in the 1870s and 1880s. The railroad bed is still in 
evidence, a short distance north of Goldsmith in a greenspace area in the Virginia Village neighborhood 
and in the trajectory of East Evans Avenue where it becomes East Iliff, marking the chamfered northeast 
corner of the Goldsmith boundary.  

 
Figure 4. 1899 Willits Farm map, showing property lines and landscape features still in evidence in the Goldsmith neighborhood. 

The railroad—first the Texas and Gulf line and later the Colorado and Southern—was the impetus for the 
early plats in the area that would later become southeast Denver. In the post-World War II period the 
area of Goldsmith closest to the railroad tracks was the site of industrial and commercial development. 
Figure 5 compares the 1899 Chamberlin real estate map, showing the early plats and farmland, with a 
satellite view that demonstrates that the imprint of the rail line is still clearly legible in the cultural 
landscape of Goldsmith.  
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Figure 5. The Goldsmith neighborhood boundary superimposed on the 1889 Chamberlin Real Estate map (above) and a current 
satellite map, showing the trajectory of the railroad line in relation to the built environment of Goldsmith.  

Little non-agricultural construction took place in this area in the first half of the twentieth century, but 
one property of note was built on land along what is now South Quebec Street, with the Highline Canal 
serving as the parcel’s western boundary. The Robert Russell Eastern Star Masonic Retirement Home 
(2445 South Quebec Street), a Tudor Revival building constructed in 1930 at a time when institutional rest 
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homes were becoming more common as a replacement for almshouses.2 It was constructed on land 
donated to the Eastern Star organization by farmer Robert Russell, was designed by the very notable and 
prolific Denver architect William Norman Bowman, whose earlier work included the towering Mountain 
Bell building at 14th and Curtis (Figure 6). Bowman’s other work for the Masonic Order includes the 
Neoclassical style Scottish Rite Masonic Center (1925) at East 14th Avenue and Grant Street.3 

 
Figure 6. (Top) The Sunday Denver Post reproduction of William Norman Bowman’s drawing for the Robert Russell Eastern Star 
Masonic Retirement Home, 2445 South Quebec Street. Source: Denver Post (Denver, Colorado), September 4, 1930: 2. (Bottom) 
The original part of the building as it appears today. Photograph by Corbett AHS, Inc., February 2, 2021.  

 
2 Gillick, Muriel R. “The Evolution of the Nursing Home.” American Scientist. 
https://www.americanscientist.org/article/the-evolution-of-the-nursing-home 
3 Denver Post (Denver, Colorado), September 4, 1930: 2; History Colorado’s biographical sketch of William Norman 
Bowman in the Architects of Colorado series 
(https://www.historycolorado.org/sites/default/files/media/document/2017/Architects_bowman.pdf) contains a 
list of some of his significant works in the state.. 

https://www.historycolorado.org/sites/default/files/media/document/2017/Architects_bowman.pdf
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Industrial-Commercial Development 
Although the Goldsmith area was not annexed to the City and County of Denver until the early to mid-
1960s, development in the northern area of Goldsmith intensified earlier in the post-World War II period. 
Construction dates show that this area was initially developed in the 1950s, with most businesses focused 
on commercial or industrial enterprise. The two-story modernist building at 2170 S. Dahlia Street, 
constructed in 1954 and currently repurposed as a the Highline Academy charter school, was built as a 
school of another sort: the General Motors Training Center, which trained mechanics, salespeople, and 
others working in the automotive industry in the region.  

In the 1960s developers, anxious to be connected to city services, increased efforts to annex areas of 
Arapahoe County to the southeast of the city limits to the City and County of Denver (Figure 7). Notably, 
a large swath of what would become the western part of Goldsmith remained in Arapahoe County, which 
resisted surrendering the land to Denver in order to maintain its tax base.4 Builder/developers like Rieger 
Construction focused efforts on the southeast Denver area. The 2100 block of South Grape Street contains 
a cluster of small modernist buildings constructed in 1960 by Rieger Construction in the subdivision it 
platted and named for itself, and which was in 1964 annexed to Denver.5 One of these buildings, 2171 S. 
Grape Street, was built to house the first Wellshire Branch Post Office (Figure 8). The building would serve 
as the primary post office for three surrounding zip codes until 1976, when demand outgrew it and the 
post office moved to a new building at East Evans Avenue and South Holly Street.  

 
Figure 7. Annexations to the City and County of Denver as they overlap the boundaries of the Goldsmith neighborhood. Source: 
Denver Open Data: Annexations. https://www.denvergov.org/opendata/search?q=Annexations.  

 
4 City and County of Denver vs. Miller, 1963; Colorado Encyclopedia. “Arapahoe County.”  
5 Rieger’s most decisive imprint on the southeast Denver area can be seen in the high-rise apartment building, the 
Wellshire Arms, at South Colorado Boulevard and East Yale Avenue, constructed in 1961. Denver Post, September 
24, 1961, p. 78. 

https://www.denvergov.org/opendata/search?q=Annexations
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Figure 8. The Wellshire Branch Post Office, first location, 2170 S. Grape Street. Constructed 1960. Photograph by Corbett AHS, Inc., 
January 3, 2021.  

One other type of industry in evidence in the Goldsmith is healthcare. In addition to the Eastern Star 
Masonic Retirement Campus, three residential healthcare facilities are present in the neighborhood. Two, 
the Highline Rehabilitation and Care Community and its next-door neighbor, the Holly Heights Nursing 
Center, were constructed in the early 1970s and are located on East Iliff Avenue to the east of South Holly. 
A third facility, the Aspen Siesta nursing home at 5353 E. Yale Avenue, sits tucked into a small piece of 
Holly Hills, between I-25 and the Highline Canal and carries distinctive architectural features. Constructed 
in 1966, it still appears much as it did in its early years, with contemporary modern style strongly in 
evidence. A Denver Post article published when it opened for business compared it with a “swank motel,” 
a comparison that its proximity to the new Valley Highway certainly invited (Figure 9).  

 
Figure 9. 1966 Denver Post photograph from an article celebrating the construction of the Aspen Siesta Nursing Home (top) and 
the Aspen Siesta as it appears today (Bottom; photograph by Corbett AHS, Inc.). 
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The 1970s saw commercial office development in Goldsmith, and the metro Denver area more generally, 
become larger and more muscular. These buildings are often suggestive of the New Brutalism movement 
of the mid-twentieth century, which was characterized by forthright functionality in the form of angular, 
blocky massing, legible structural systems, and a raw authenticity in materials (usually concrete or brick). 
Two examples in Goldsmith show a tendency toward Brutalist design. Plaza 6000, the three-building office 
complex at 6000 East Evans Avenue, was designed by the Denver architectural firm of Fishkin-Brin and 
constructed in 1973-74.6 At five stories high, the development shows both the earlier modernist impulse 
toward distilled simplicity and a growing trend toward complexification—architectural historian Charles 
Jencks calls this combination an oxymoron7— with the fifth story set back, chamfered corners, popped-
out elevator shafts, and windows banded both horizontally and vertically (Figure 8). Nearby at 2121 South 
Oneida Street, an office tower building constructed in 1978 and designed by well-known Denver architect 
Warren A. Flickinger,8 is more pronouncedly Brutalist, bringing the emphasis back to simplicity in its 
regimented bands of closely placed inset windows. Additionally, the aggregate stone face of the building 
is more easily tied to Brutalism’s treatment of materials than the smooth-faced stucco seen at Plaza 6000 
(Figure 10). 

 
Figure 10. The Oneida Tower building, 2121 S. Oneida Street, designed by Warren A. Flickinger and Associates (top); and the Plaza 
6000 complex, 6000 East Evans Avenue, designed by Fishkin-Brin Architects (bottom). Photographs by Corbett AHS, Inc.  

 
6 “Plaza 6000 Being Built as Big Office Complex.” Denver Post, October 21, 1973, p. 71.  
7 Jencks, Late Modern Architecture, p. 50. 
8 “Leasing Opens for $4 Million Oneida Tower” Denver Post - May 23, 1979, p 32. 
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The rusty red color of both buildings (tinted stucco in the case of Plaza 6000, and red aggregate in the 
case of the Oneida Tower) has the effect of “bringing them home,” by tying them to the red Morrison 
Formation sandstone of the Front Range foothills (see Figure 10). The developers of the Oneida Tower, 
led by Jack Schaffer, also developed similar buildings in Washington Virginia Vale and Montbello. They 
were noted in a 1979 Denver Post article as advocates for the “decentralization of the Denver area’s 
commercial complex,” which meant moving offices out of downtown and closer to suburban communities 
for environmental and energy conservation reasons.9  

In the 1980s, retail development in Goldsmith expanded as well, with strip malls and shopping centers 
drawing locally owned businesses, with larger retail centers featuring supermarkets and “box stores” such 
as the now-defunct K-Mart at South Monaco Parkway and East Evans Avenue (Figure 11). Notably and 
somewhat ironically, the very large (over 7 acre) parking lot of the former K-Mart has become something 
of a landmark to local residents, who have taken advantage of its expansive paved space in informal ways, 
using it to teach their teens driving basics or to practice backing and parking trailers. More officially 
sanctioned are the pop-up businesses that appear there. The Denver Optimists Club for years set up their 
Christmas tree lot there, and in the summer of 2020 a pop-up garden center run by the former owners of 
Groundcovers, a greenhouse in University Hills that had closed the year prior, filled a need for the many 
gardeners of southeast Denver. More timely still is the temporary business now located in the lot: a Covid-
19 testing site. 

 
Figure 11. The ample parking lot and empty former K-Mart at South Monaco Parkway and East Evans Avenue. Photograph by 
Corbett AHS, Inc.  

Residential Development 
As developers and industry became more active in southeast Denver, housing developers identified the 
area that would become Goldsmith and its surrounds as lucrative locations for development. Although by 
1960 suburban housing had gone a long way in addressing the housing shortage brought about in the 

 
9 “Leasing Opens for $4 Million Oneida Tower” Denver Post - May 23, 1979 - p 32. 
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United States by the Depression and World War II, demand for housing was still high. Anticipating this, 
the City and County of Denver annexed what would become Goldsmith in the early 1960s, beginning in 
1961 with the 425-acre Evans Avenue annexation (see Figure 7). Figure 12, below, shows the single-family 
housing developments that were key to establishing the early character of Goldsmith.  

 
Figure 12. Franklin Burns’ Eastgate and Monaco Investments’ Filings 8, 10, 11, and 18 of Hutchinson Hills. 

Builders of single-family housing in Denver were some of, or associated with, the best-known post-World 
War II builders in Denver. The Eastgate subdivision, platted in 1962, was the project of Franklin Burns, the 
man behind the annexation of much of the residential portion of what would later become Goldsmith and 
University Hills North.10 From 1964 to 1972, the Monaco Investments Company filed plats for Filings 8, 
10, 11, and 18 of the Hutchinson Hills developments. A large collection of discontinuous filings, Hutchinson 
Hills was named for the man who began it, Ted Hutchinson. Hutchinson was recognized as one of the (if 
not the) most prolific post-World War II housing developers in the metro Denver area. His most notable 
early project was the University Hills subdivision (1950), nearby at South Colorado Boulevard and East 
Yale Avenue. Other noted developments that had his stamp were Harvey Park, Applewood, and 
Greenwood Mountain Village. He platted the first filing of Hutchinson Hills (at South Tamarac Drive and 
East Hampden Avenue) in 1962, but by the time Monaco Investments filed on the Hutchinson Hills plats 
in Goldsmith, Hutchinson had retired for health reasons. He passed away in California in 1965.11   

Both builders left a strong legacy of post-World War II housing styles and types in southeast Denver. 
Dominant in the earlier years was the Transitional Ranch style, a shift from the earlier Minimal Traditional 
housing built in the 1930s and early 1940s and moving later into the more spacious Ranch and 
Contemporary Ranch homes constructed in the 1950s and, as seen in the Hutchinson Hills development, 
the 1960s. These later Ranch houses often carried style elements borrowed from more traditional styles, 
such as knee braces (on loan from the Craftsman bungalows) or decorative shutters found in Colonial 

 
10 Paul Malkoski, Office of Archaeology and Historic Preservation, Colorado Historical Society, “Franklin Burns,” 
Builders of Colorado Biographical Sketch. 
11 Paul Malkoski, Office of Archaeology and Historic Preservation, Colorado Historical Society, “Ted Hutchinson,” 
Builders of Colorado Biographical Sketch. 
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Revival or Dutch Colonial Revival. These shutters are sprinkled heavily throughout Hutchinson Hills Filings 
10 and 11 and can be seen in the example below (Figure 13). As the 1960s progressed, Bi-level and Split-
level homes also became popular, and are found in later Hutchinson Hills filings as well as the Eastgate 
Subdivision.  

 
Figure 13. Ranch style home with decorative carved shutters, 2642 S. Newport St., Hutchinson Hills Filing 11. Photograph by 
Corbett AHS, Inc. 

Multi-family housing was also popular in the newly annexed areas of Denver in the 1960s, becoming even 
more so in the 1970s. Young working people were drawn to Southeast Denver neighborhoods like 
Goldsmith for its proximity to jobs at the Denver Tech Center, as well as the nightlife they enjoyed along 
East Hampden Avenue. Further, Goldsmith’s location next to the Valley Highway, which had been 
completed in 1959, meant they had a short drive to downtown Denver. Smaller two-story apartment 
complexes with buildings of four to six units were constructed in the 1960s, with low-rise and mid-rise 
apartment buildings and complexes following in the 1970s until a buffer zone of apartment housing lay 
between the commercial and single-family areas of Goldsmith. Figure 14, below, shows a range of 
apartment types. The earlier buildings show more traditional styling, such as the Colonial Revival 4-plex 
at 2336 S. Linden Ct., one of a full block of nearly identical buildings constructed in 1964. As the 1960s 
gave way to the 1970s, builders continued to incorporate more traditional style elements, such as the 
Spanish-revival arches (5298 E. Donald Ave) and Mansard roofs (5400 E. Warren Avenue) found on these 
examples, both built in 1970. By the mid-1970s, as the energy boom brought more workers to Denver, 
the need for more apartment housing led to larger buildings and complexes that used the vocabularies of 
late modernism in their architecture, such as the Lakes at Monaco Point at 6165 E. Iliff Avenue, 
constructed in 1974.  
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Figure 14. Apartment building examples. Discussed in text clockwise from upper left. Photographs by Corbett AHS, Inc.  

 
As with much of the rest of the country, the racial and ethnic makeup of these suburban developments in 
the 1960s was overwhelmingly white and European-American. It was the proliferation of apartment 
housing in Goldsmith that brought ethnic and racial diversity to the area. Colorado was the first state to 
enact a ban on discrimination in housing with the 1959 Fair Housing Practices Act, but this did little to 
change entrenched segregation in the city or the racial demographics in new subdivisions.12 Because they 
were constructed after 1959, Hutchinson Hills and Eastgate would not have had racial covenants 
restricting home sales to whites, covenants which were present in earlier metro Denver area subdivisions 
such as Bel Aire (1947); however, this did not mean that Black residents could easily move into these 
areas. The 1970 census shows the Goldsmith census tract was almost entirely white in racial makeup; of 
the 2,226 residents enumerated, only 12 (.005 percent) were Black. Although the census that year did not 
track other non-white races, a comparison with data for 2010 shows a remarkable diversification in the 
racial and ethnic makeup of Goldsmith. With a population more than double at 5,808 residents, only 52% 
were white. Other races enumerated were Hispanic (27%), Black (13%), Asian and Pacific Islander (4%), 
American Indian (1%), and about 3% are shown as “Other” or multi-racial.13  

Today, the Goldsmith neighborhood remains a palimpsest in southeast Denver, with layers of more than 
a half-century of economic and social change inscribed in the built environment, and with little integration 
between the residential areas and the commercial/industrial area. The area has seen little redevelopment 
although, as with the rest of the city, it is certain to arrive.    

 
12 Historic Residential Subdivisions of Metropolitan Denver. Multiple Property Documentation Form, p. E-68; E-88. 
13 U.S. Department of Commerce, 1970 Census of Population and Housing. Denver, Colorado, p. 21. 1970 Census 
of Population and Housing: Census Tracts 

https://www.census.gov/library/publications/1972/dec/phc-1.html
https://www.census.gov/library/publications/1972/dec/phc-1.html
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OUTLINE OF COMMON PROPERTY TYPES 
Multiple examples of the following property types were observed in the Goldsmith neighborhood. Single-
family Ranch type/style dwellings comprise the dominant residential type, and single-story industrial 
warehouse/office buildings comprise the dominant commercial/industrial property type. Multi-family  
buildings cover a range of types and are apartment rentals and condominium complexes. Commercial-
industrial buildings are usually single or two stories and are often repurposed for uses other than those 
for which they were originally built.  
 
The landscapes of the single-family residential developments vary from the commercial and multi-family 
areas in some key ways. The streets are not laid out on a cardinal grid, but undulate, with frequent T-
intersections and round cul-de-sacs. Setbacks are generally 25 feet, with large back yards that vary in size 
with the curving streets. It is notable that, while the streets of the commercial areas and multi-family 
residential properties follow a cardinal-grid alignment (north-south-and east-west), the single-family 
subdivision streets follow the general alignment of the Highline Canal or Goldsmith Gulch (see Figure 12). 
For homes that line the streets closest to these waterways, the back yards are adjacent to the greenspace 
but are most often obscured from the view of passersby by vegetation or privacy fencing.  
 
For the examples below, basic locational information (to the subdivision level, where applicable) is 
provided, as well as the year of construction given by the assessor. For commercial and multi-family 
properties, addresses are given in addition to subdivision information. Building form and style (where 
style is applicable) are given. Materials described are the dominant visible materials.  
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Common Property Types: Single-family Residential  
Image Location and Information Form, Style, and Materials 

 

Hutchinson Hills Filing 11 

1965 

Ranch form/style 
Brick veneer 
Decorative wood shutters 

 

Hutchinson Hills Filing 18 

1965 
Bilevel form 
Brick and wood siding 

 

Hutchinson Hills, Filing 8 

1973 
Split level form 
Brick and wood siding 

 
Common Property Types: Multi-family Residential  

Image Location and Information Form, Style, and Materials 

 

2336 S. Linden Court 

University Addition 

1968 

Low rise apartment building 
Two stories 
Style: Colonial Revival  
brick veneer and wood siding 

 

5770 E. Warren Avenue 

Jasmine Condos 

1977 

Low-rise apartment building 
Three stories 
Stucco siding, asphalt shingles 
on mansard roof.  
No style 
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Common Property Types: Multi-family Residential  
Image Location and Information Form, Style, and Materials 

 

2880 S. Monaco Parkway 

1970 

Low-rise apartment building 
Modern Movement 
Brick 
stucco 
concrete  

 

7200 E. Evans Avenue 

1974 

Mid-rise apartment building 
Modern Movement 
Brick 
stucco 
concrete 

 

2601 S. Quebec Street 

Denver Cottonwood 
Subdivision, Filing 1 

1978 

Townhome  
Style: Modern movement 
(Shed style variant)  
Brick 
wood siding 

 

Common Property Types: Commercial/Industrial 
Image  Location and Information Form, Style, and Materials 

 

2149 S. Grape St. 

Rieger’s Addition 

1960 

One story office building  
Modern/Contemporary style 
brick, stone.  

 

5550 E. Evans Avenue 

1982 

Strip Mall 
One story, multiple 
storefronts 
No style  
Concrete block 
Brick 
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Common Property Types: Commercial/Industrial 
Image  Location and Information Form, Style, and Materials 

 

5550 E. Evans Avenue 

1982 

Commercial Block Building 
Modern Movement 
concrete block 

 

2110 S. Monaco Pkwy 

1973 

Single storefront structure 
No style 
Brick 
Concrete block 
 

 

Gas Station / 
Conv. Store 
 
2690 S. Monaco Pkwy 

Hutchinson Hills #11 

1966 

Single storefront structure 
Modern Movement 
Brick 
Pump-island Canopy 
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KEY/ICONIC STRUCTURES AND CONCENTRATIONS OF STRUCTURES 
The following individual structures and properties and concentrations of structures and properties are 
notable in the Goldsmith neighborhood for their unique or elevated ability to address aspects of the 
neighborhood’s history.14 Locations are mapped below (Figure 14). For each entry, a brief discussion of 
the property’s history, potential for landmarking and eligibility to the National Register of Historic Places 
(NRHP) is included. Photographs of these structures or representative structures contained within the 
concentrations follow each discussion.15  
 

 
Figure 15. Map of key/iconic buildings and concentrations of buildings in the Goldsmith neighborhood.  

Structures, individual properties 
• Robert Russell Eastern Star Masonic Retirement Building. 2445 South Quebec Street. Built 1931; 

north wing constructed 1952; south wing constructed 1954. The original structure, known as the 
Robert Russell Assisted Living Building, is obscured from the street view by a large north addition, 
known as the Barry Building, which was constructed in 2014. Although prominent, the Barry 
Building is lightly connected to the Robert Russell Building, which faces west. The 1931 structure 
is largely intact and has outstanding historic integrity. Earlier alterations include the enclosure of 

 
14 The term structure is here applied to buildings in order to maintain consistency with the City and County of 
Denver Landmark Ordinance, Section 30.2 (18). The National Register of Historic Places distinguishes buildings 
from structures in its categorization of property types (see NRHP Bulletin 15, How to Apply the National Register 
Criteria for Evaluation, p. 4.  
15 All photographs by Corbett AHS, Inc.  
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the over-entrance balcony and the construction of single-story north and south wings in 1952 and 
1954, respectively. A chapel and east wing that appear to date to the 1950s or 1960s are also 
present, although research did not reveal the dates of this addition.  

The 1931 structure is significant as the work of architect William Norman Bowman, although 
research did not reveal the architect(s) of the 1950s additions. The 1931 structure with its 1950s 
wings is significant as an early example of a purpose-built retirement home in Colorado. It carries 
potential for Landmark designation under Criterion A, C, and D, and further research could reveal 
eligibility under other criteria as well. In addition, it is NRHP eligible under Criteria A and C in the 
areas of social history and architecture at the state level.    
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• The Aspen Siesta Nursing Home. 5353 E. Yale Avenue. Built 1966. The Aspen Siesta nursing home 

was constructed in 1966 during the period of heavy residential development in Goldsmith. As can 
be seen in the graphic comparison below, few alterations appear evident, and the structure is 
understood to have good integrity. Architecturally, it is a good example of Contemporary Modern 
style in a group/institutional residential facility. Research did not reveal the architect. It meets 
Landmark Criterion C, and further research could reveal that it meets other criteria as well; thus, 
it may have potential for landmarking. Further, it is NRHP eligible under Criterion C in the area of 
architecture at the local level. 

 
 

• General Motors Training Center, 2170 South Dahlia Street. Built 1954. Now the Highline Academy 
charter school, this structure is a good example of industrial modernism in an educational context 
in the post-World War II period. It was one of several General Motors Training Centers 
constructed across the nation at mid-century. It has had an addition on the rear and alterations 
to the primary entrance, but otherwise appears to have good integrity. It meets Landmark 
Criterion C, and further research could reveal that it meets other criteria as well; thus, it may have 
potential for landmarking. Further, it is NRHP eligible under Criterion C in the area of architecture 
at the local level. 
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• Oneida Tower. 2121 S. Oneida. Built 1979. This office building was designed by Warren A. 

Flickinger and Associates, an award-winning firm that also designed other, similar office buildings 
in Washington Virginia Vale and Montebello and many other notable commercial buildings in the 
1970s. An example of the Brutalist style, the structure is architecturally notable for its tooth-like 
horizontal spans of inset windows and multi-level entrance. It meets Landmark Criterion C and D, 
and further research could reveal that it meets other criteria as well; thus, it may have potential 
for landmarking. Further, it is NRHP eligible under Criterion C in the area of architecture at the 
local level. 

 
 
Concentrations of Structures 

• 2170, 2171, and 2149 South Grape Street. Built 1960. Three Modern-style single-story structures 
stand on the 2100 block of South Grape Street. These were built by Rieger Construction, a 
commercial real estate developer active in Southeast Denver at that time. 2171 S. Grape was the 
first Wellshire Post Office and served in this capacity until 1976. These have good integrity and 
meet Landmark Criterion C, and possibly Criterion D if further research revealed other 
architecturally significant projects associated with Rieger Construction. As the first post office 
serving this area, 2171 S. Grape Street would also potentially meet Criterion A for landmarking. 
These are additionally all eligible to the NRHP eligible under Criterion C in the area of architecture 
at the local level, and 2171 S. Grape Street would meet Criterion A in the area of 
politics/government at the local level.  
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• Hutchinson Hills, filings 10 and 11. Built 1964-1965. Post-World War II subdivision were notable 
for their architectural similarity. Signature features on tract homes on the part of developers were 
common, and these unique features combined with the overall homogeneity of these suburban 
developments is what gives them the ability to convey their role in the history of the United States 
as it regained the optimism that had been so imperiled in the Great Depression and World War II. 
Today, ongoing redevelopment and ubiquitous alterations to these houses have often reduced 
the historic integrity of these neighborhoods. Hutchinson Hills Filings 10 and 11 contain a 
concentration of brick Ranch and Bilevel homes that have both the uniformity of a typical historic 
postwar suburb and unique touches that communicate its history. Notable are the decoratively 
carved window shutters, which are found in other filings of Hutchinson Hills and may be a 
signature feature of the Monaco Investments Company. This area has historic integrity sufficient 
to support designation as an NRHP district under Criterion C in the area of architecture at the local 
level. Although the architecture is distinctive and it meets Criterion C for landmarking, further 
research would be needed to determine if it meets other criteria and carries the potential to be a 
Landmark district.  
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